
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Sprawozdanie z Semantic Wikis 
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http://loki.ia.agh.edu.pl/smw/index.php/Piw2012/group11.00/leszek 

[[Category:Student]] 
My name is Leszek. I'm a robot obeying the Three Laws of Robotics: 
1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm. 
2. A robot must obey the orders given to it by human beings, except where such orders would conflict 
with the First Law. 
3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the First or 
Second Laws. 
 

http://loki.ia.agh.edu.pl/smw/index.php/AGH-UST/Subjects/wszechswiat 

Nauka o wszechświecie. Ects: 100 pkt. 
[[Category:University subject]] 
 

[[Category:Student]] 
My name is [[name::Leszek]]. I am [[age::4]] years old. I'm a [[group::robot]] obeying the Three Laws of 
Robotics: 
1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm. 
2. A robot must obey the orders given to it by human beings, except where such orders would conflict with the 
First Law. 
3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the First or Second 
Laws. 
 
 

Nauka o wszechświecie. Ects: Infinity pkt. 
 
lead by: [[lead by::dr Tomasz Płazak]] 
room: [[room::B1 121]] 
duration: [[duration::90]] min 
 
[[Category:University subject]] 
 
 

[[Category:Student]] 
My name is [[name::Leszek]]. I am [[age::4]] years old. I'm in a group [[group::11.00]] and I'm a robot obeying 
the Three Laws of Robotics: 
 
1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm. 
2. A robot must obey the orders given to it by human beings, except where such orders would conflict with the 
First Law. 
3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the First or Second 
Laws. 
 
{{#ask: [[Category:Student]] [[group::11.00]]  
 | format=ul 
}} 
 
{{#ask: [[Category:Student]] [[group::11.00]] 
 | ?name 
 | ?age 
 | format=table 
 | sort=age, name 
 | order=ascending, ascending 
 | default=nothing found in Category:age 
}} 

http://loki.ia.agh.edu.pl/smw/index.php/Piw2012/group11.00/leszek
http://loki.ia.agh.edu.pl/smw/index.php/AGH-UST/Subjects/wszechswiat


 

 

http://loki.ia.agh.edu.pl/lokidev/movies:twelve_monkeys 

==== Twelve Monkeys ==== 
 
**Title**: [[title:=Twelve Monkeys]] 
 
**Production year**: [[production_year:=1996]] 
 
**Country**: [[country:=USA]] 
 
**Director**: [[directed_by::person:terry_gilliam|Terry Gilliam]] 
 
**Genre**: [[genre::genres:thriller]], [[genre::genres:sci-fi]] 
 
**Staring**:  
[[starring::person:bruce_willis|Bruce Willis]] - [[character::person:james_cole| 
James Cole]],  
[[starring::person:madeleine_stowe|Madeleine Stowe]] - [[character::person:doktor_kathryn_railly| 
Doktor Kathryn Railly]] 
 
**Language**: [[language:=english]] 
 
[[category:movie]] 
 

http://loki.ia.agh.edu.pl/lokidev/person:bruce_willis 

====Bruce Willis==== 
 
Walter Bruce Willis (born March 19, 1955) is a German-born American actor, producer, and musician. 
 
[[category:actor]] 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://loki.ia.agh.edu.pl/lokidev/movies:twelve_monkeys
http://loki.ia.agh.edu.pl/lokidev/person:bruce_willis


 

 

 

 

http://loki.ia.agh.edu.pl/lokidev/user:lsosnowski 

[[category:user]] 
 
===== Leszek Sosnowski ===== 
 
Dramaty z lat 90tych:  
<pl format="sparql"> 
PREFIX wiki: <> 
SELECT ?title ?genre ?year 
WHERE { 
  ?movie category "movie". 
  ?movie wiki:title ?title. 
  ?movie wiki:genre ?genre. 
  ?movie wiki:production_year ?year. 
  FILTER (?year > "1990" && ?year < "2000" && ?genre = "genres:drama") 
  ORDER BY ASC(?genre) 
} 
</pl> 
 
 
==== My Recommendations ==== 
 
Dramaty! 
 
<pl goal="wiki_category(X,'movie'), wiki_attribute(X,'title',Title),  
wiki_relation(X,'genre','genres:drama'), write(Title), nl, fail." scope="movies" >  
</pl> 
 

http://loki.ia.agh.edu.pl/lokidev/user:lsosnowski

